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A B S T R A C T

Bio-textiles have aroused attractive attentions in tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, and developing
robust, bio-absorbable, and extracellular matrix (ECM) fibril-mimicking nanofibrous textiles is urgently required
for the renewal of existing microfibrous textile-based scaffolds and grafts. In this study, an integrated electro-
spinning system consisting of one nanoyarn-forming unit and one hot stretching unit is reported to fabricate silk
fibroin (SF)/poly (L-lactic-acid) (PLLA) nanofibrous yarns (nanoyarns). The hot stretching process is demon-
strated to significantly improve the fiber alignment, crystallinity, and mechanical properties of SF/PLLA nano-
yarns, compared to the unstretched controls. For instance, the fiber alignment degree of hot stretched 50/50 SF/
PLLA nanoyarn has increased by 25%, and the failure strength has increased by 246.5%, compared with the
corresponding un-stretched control. Increasing the SF/PLLA mass ratio is found to significantly decrease the
crystallinity and mechanical properties, but notably increase the degradation rate and surface hydrophilicity of
SF/PLLA nanoyarns. Different SF/PLLA nanoyarns are further meticulously interwoven with warp and weft di-
rections to obtain several nanofibrous woven textiles. The results from in vitro cell characterization and in vivo
subcutaneous implantation show that increasing the SF/PLLA mass ratio significantly improves the biological
properties and effectively reduces the inflammatory response of nanoyarn-constructed textiles. Overall, this study
demonstrates that our SF/PLLA nanoyarns with controllable physical, mechanical and biological performances are
fantastic candidates for the designing and development of advanced nanoarchitectured textile tissue scaffolds.
1. Introduction

In recent years, biomedical textiles have received attractive attentions
in the fields of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine, originated
from their adjustable 3D porous structure, appropriate integration of
softness and hardness, and ideal biological properties [1,2]. Biomedical
textiles are commonly designed and implemented by interlacing
fiber-constructed yarns with various textile technique (i.e., weaving,
knitting, and braiding). The fibrous yarns with predetermined properties
are considered to be the primary configuration unit for the construction
of bio-textiles, which notably influence the structure and performances of
finally obtained bio-textiles.
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The directed conversion of electrospun nanofibers into yarn-like
structure has opened a new window to manufacture innovative nano-
yarns made from nanofibers with the diameters ranging from several to
several hundred nanometers [3,4]. The electrospun nanoyarns with high
specific surface area and high aspect ratio have been demonstrated to
provide more cell adhesion sites in comparison with the traditional
textile yarns made frommicro-sized fibers (fiber diameter�10 μm) [5,6].
Moreover, the nanofibers existed in the electrospun nanoyarns are found
to effectively simulate the fiber scale and hierarchical structure of protein
fibers in the native extracellular matrix (ECM). These characteristics are
all beneficial for the repair and regeneration of damaged or injured tis-
sues, which make the electrospun nanoyarns as potential candidates for
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the development of textile-based scaffolds and grafts [4,7,8]. However,
there are still some severe drawbacks and limitations, such as uncon-
trollable physical structure, inferior mechanical performance, as well as
inappropriate biochemical component, which hold back the practical
applications of electrospun nanoyarns.

One of the most important aspects for the fabrication of nanoyarns is
to improve the physical structure. As known that, the native ECMs existed
in plenty of tissues, such as tendon [9,10],blood vessel [11,12], nerve
[13,14], as well as muscle [15,16], possess highly aligned nanofibrous
structures, which are deemed to be an extremely pivotal factor for con-
trolling and regulating the formation of anisotropic architecture in the
corresponding tissues. Although there are several approaches that have
been reported to directly assemble electrospun nanofibers into nano-
yarns, it is still a huge challenge to develop the nanoyarns with highly
aligned nanofibrous structure and receivable yarn evenness [17–20].

The appropriate mechanical properties are also significantly impor-
tant for the fabrication of electrospun nanoyarns. It is well known that
sufficient mechanical properties are the prerequisite conditions to
implement the textile yarns into various applications [1,21]. Twisting
process has been widely utilized to enhance the cohesive force between
fibers in the yarn texture, further resulting in the increase of the me-
chanical properties of textile yarns in the traditional textile industry [22,
23]. It is demonstrated that the twisted nanoyarns present better me-
chanical properties than the untwisted nanoyarns [24,25]. However,
compared with the traditional textile yarns, the prepared twisted nano-
yarns are only equivalent to raw filament, which are still unsatisfied for
the usage of biotextile fabrication. What is worse, the introduced twisting
process can notably break the fiber alignment of electrsopun nanoyarns,
which negatively influence the control and regulation of cell behaviors
and tissue regeneration of nanoyarn-based biotextiles.

The composition of electrospun nanoyarns is another important factor
that affects biological properties of the biotextiles. Due to the excellent
inclusiveness of electrospinning, a variety of natural and synthetic
polymers have been electrospun into nanofiber-contained webs and
yarns. Natural polymers mainly include silk fibroin (SF), collagen (COL),
chitosan (CS), and hyaluronic acid (HA) etc., which commonly possess a
large number of bioactive sites and polymer modification sites but
exhibit poor mechanical performance and unavailable processibility
[26–29]. In contrast, synthetic polymers, such as poly (L-lactic acid)
(PLLA), polylactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA), poly (L-lactide--
co-ε-caprolactone) (PLCL), and polydioxanone (PPDO), usually have
tunable biodegradability, high mechanical property, and distinguished
workability [28,30–32]. Consequently, a combined use of the natural
polymers and synthetic polymers is assuredly necessary for electrospun
nanoyarns, which not only encompasses the biological properties, but
also retains splendid mechanical properties and processibility.

In the present study, a novel integrated electrospinning system which
combines nanoyarn-forming process with hot stretching process is
designed and developed to fabricate nanoyarns. The hot stretching pro-
cess is expected to improve physical structure, enhance mechanical
properties, and increase biological properties of nanoyarns. One natural
polymer (SF) and one synthetic polymer (PLLA) with different mass ra-
tios are chosen as raw materials to fabricate several different types of
nanoyarns. The morphology, structure, physical and mechanical prop-
erties of as-prepared different SF/PLLA nanoyarns with/without hot
stretching are systematically explored. The different hot stretched SF/
PLLA nanoyarns are further explored as primary building units to
manufacture advanced nanostructured woven fabrics by textile weaving
technique. Both in vitro cell characterizations and in vivo subcutaneous
embedding characterizations are carried out to investigate and compare
the biological properties of as-fabricated different SF/PLLA woven fab-
rics. The present study is expected to provide some guidance and refer-
ence for the innovated design and development of SF/PLLA nanoyarns to
construct adjustable nanostructured woven fabrics for soft tissue engi-
neering applications.
2

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials

PLLA (MW¼ 100,000 Da) powders were obtained from Jinan Daigang
Biomaterial (China). Bombyx mori silk cocoons were provided by Sheng
Tianyi Trading (China). Sodium carbonate, Lithium bromide, and 1, 1, 1,
3, 3-Hexafluora-2-propanol (HFIP, MW ¼ 168.04 Da) were purchased
from Aladdin reagents (China) and used as received.

2.2. Preparation and extraction of SF

SF was extracted following our previous experimental protocols [33,
34]. Briefly, Bombyx mori silk cocoons were cut into dime-sized pieces
that were degummed with boiling sodium carbonate solution, and the
as-degummed silk materials were squeezed and dried overnight in room
temperature. After that, they were dissolved with the 9.3 M lithium
bromide solution to prepare an amber SF solution. After further dialyzed
for about 48 h and centrifugated two times at 4 �C with a speed of 9000
rpm, the pure SF solution was obtained and frozen at �80 �C overnight.
Eventually, the as-frozen SF materials were lyophilized to totally remove
the solid water, and the completely-dried SF materials were obtained,
and stored at �20 �C before further use.

2.3. Fabrication of SF/PLLA nanoyarns

Four different types of nanoyarns made from adjustable SF/PLLA
mass ratios were manufactured by using our modified electrospinning
system, which was constructed with one nanoyarn-forming unit and one
hot stretching unit (Fig. 1(a)). Firstly, SF/PLLA with the different mass
ratios including 0/100, 20/80, 35/65 and 50/50 were dissolved into
HFIP solvent to prepare a series of homogeneous spinning solutions with
a fixed polymeric concentration of 10% (w/v), respectively. The as-
prepared polymeric solutions were further loaded into two 10 mL sy-
ringes with 18 G blunt needles, which were laid oppositely at a distance
of 20 cm. The solution flow rates were both maintained at 0.8 mL/h with
two syringe pumps. A high voltage supply was utilized to emit positive
and negative voltages (�12 kV) to two oppositely-deposited needles,
respectively, which produced both positively and negatively charged
nanofibers simultaneously. A nanofiber buncher composed of with one
neutral metal disc (NMD) and one neutral hollow metal rod (NHMR) was
employed to collect the nanofibers. The NMD and NHMRwas placed with
an interval distance of 10 cm, and deposited in the same plane perpen-
dicular to two syringes. The NMD rotated with a speed of 250 rpm to
make the as-collected nanofibers form a stable spinning triangle cone,
resulting in the generation of nanoyarns. The raw nanofiber yarns were
drawn in a hot stretching unit of 80 �C for roughly 30 s, and the hot-
stretched nanofiber yarns with a draw ratio of 2 were obtained.

2.4. Morphological characterization of SF/PLLA nanoyarns

The morphology of as-obtained nanoyarns with various SF/PLLA ra-
tios was visualized by a scanning electron microscope (SEM, TESCAN
VEGA3, Czech Republic) with an accelerated voltage of 10 kV. All sam-
ples were coated with a thin layer of gold before the SEM observation. An
Image J software (National Institutes of Health, USA) was utilized to
analyze the mean yarn diameter, the mean fiber diameter, and the fiber
orientation distribution (relative to horizontal axis). Randomly selected
100 nanofibers from 5 SEM images were employed to measure the mean
fiber diameter and the fiber orientation distribution, and more than 50
data points based on 5 SEM images were randomly chosen to calculate
the mean yarn diameter.

2.5. FTIR, XRD and DSC analysis of SF/PLLA nanoyarns

A Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer (Thermo Fisher



Fig. 1. Preparation and morphological characterization of nanoyarns with different SF/PLLA mass ratios. (a) Schematic of novel electrospinning system with one
nanoyarn-forming unit and one hot stretching unit. (b) SEM images of four different hot stretched SF/PLLA nanoyarns. Scale bars for top panel: 100 μm. Scale bars for
bottom panel: 2.5 μm. Quantitative analysis of (c) fiber orientation angular distribution and (d) yarn diameter and nanofiber diameter in four different hot stretched
SF/PLLA nanoyarns.
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Scientific 5225 Verona RD, USA) was employed to determine the
chemical groups of all the different SF/PLLA nanoyarns. All the FTIR
spectrums were scanned with a 4 cm�1 resolution ranging from 4000
cm�1 to 400 cm�1. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy of all the
SF/PLLA nanoyarns was determined by a Rigaku Ultima IV machine with
a Cu Kα radiation source (Japan). The operating voltage and current were
kept at 40 kV and 40 A. Each sample was detected from 5� to 60� (2θ)
with a scanning rate of 5� (2θ) per minute. A DSC2500 tester (TA In-
struments, USA) was used to determine thermal performances of all the
different SF/PLLA nanoyarns. Each sample with a mass of ~6 mg was
3

heated from 30 �C to 250 �C at a scanning rate of 10 �C/min under a
nitrogen atmosphere.

2.6. Mechanical test of SF/PLLA nanoyarns

The mechanical properties of all the SF/PLLA nanoyarns with
different mass ratios were measured using a tensile testing machine
(Instron-3300 Tensile Machine, Glenview, USA). For all the specimens,
the clamping distance and tensile rate were maintained at 20 mm and 10
mm/min, respectively. Before the formal tensile testing, 0.02 N pre-
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tension was applied to eliminate the test deviation. The load-elongation
curves were firstly obtained, and then four important mechanical pa-
rameters including the breaking load, breaking elongation, Young's
modulus as well as ultimate strength were calculated.
2.7. In vitro degradation experiments of SF/PLLA nanoyarns

The hot stretched SF/PLLA nanoyarns with different mass ratios were
weighed, then immersed in the phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution
(pH ¼ 7.4) in a 37 �C oscillator (SHZ-88A, China) with a speed of 100
rpm. The PBS and nanoyarns were collected according to the pre-
determined time points (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 weeks). The nanoyarn
morphology after the degradation was observed using SEM, and a pH
meter (FE28-Meter, Switzerland) was utilized to measure the pH value of
PBS solution after nanoyarn degradation. The mass loss rate (%) was
calculated using the following formula:

Mass loss rate ð%Þ¼Mo�M
Mo

� 100%

where Mo is the original mass of nanoyarns, M is the mass of corre-
sponding nanoyarns at the pre-set degradation time point.
2.8. Fabrication of SF/PLLA woven fabrics

All the hot stretched SF/PLLA nanoyarns with different mass ratios
were utilized as both warp and weft yarns, and interwoven in an
orthogonal manner to generate the diverse woven fabrics with the plane
weaving pattern. The warp density and weft density for all the fabric
fabrication were fixed at 70 yarns/10 cm and 220 yarns/10 cm, respec-
tively. The SEM was employed to observe the morphology of fabricated
woven fabrics after the gold coating process. An Image J software was
utilized to determine the pore size of each woven fabric.
2.9. Surface hydrophilicity and mechanical characterizations of SF/PLLA
woven fabrics

The surface hydrophilicity of different SF/PLLA woven fabrics was
determined by a video water contact angle machine (KRUSS, Drop shape
analyser-DSA25, Germany). A 2 μL deionized water droplet was put onto
the surface of different woven fabrics, and the water contact angle was
visualized and recorded after the water droplet was totally balanced on
the fabric samples. The mechanical properties of different SF/PLLA
woven fabrics along with two directions, i.e., warp direction and weft
direction, were determined by using an Instron-3300 Tensile Machine.
The testing parameters were kept the same with the above-mentioned
mechanical test of SF/PLLA nanoyarns.
2.10. In vitro cell seeding and culture

Human adipose-derived mesenchymal stem cells (HADMSCs, cell
bank, Chinese Academy of Sciences) were cultured in a medium con-
taining DMEM/F12 medium (Gibco), 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS,
Gibco), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/S, Gibco). The cells were
incubated in a 5% CO2-contained incubator at 37 �C. All the woven
fabrics made from different SF/PLLA nanoyarns were cut into a size of 10
mm� 10 mm, and sterilized with ultraviolet light irradiation for 2 h, and
then treated with 70% (v/v) ethanol overnight. Subsequently, the as-
sterilized woven fabrics were washed 3 times with sterilized PBS solu-
tion and submerged in a culture medium overnight. Thereafter, 20 μL of
1� 105 HADMSCs were seeded on each fabric specimen and incubated to
the predetermined time point. The culture medium was replaced every
two days.
4

2.11. Cell morphology and proliferation characterization

After 7 days of culture, all the cell-fabric constructs were fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde for 4 h, and penetrated using 0.2% Triton-X100 in PBS
for 10 min, and further obstructed with 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA)
overnight at 4 �C. Each cell-fabric construct was stained with IFluorTM
488 phalloidin dye (Yeasen Biotechnology Co., Ltd., China) for 2 h at
room temperature in the dark, and then stained with DAPI (Yeasen
Biotechnology Co., Ltd., China) for 30 min at room temperature in the
dark. After that, all the cell-fabric samples were observed using a confocal
laser scanning microscope (CLSM, Zeiss 900 CLSM). An Image J software
was utilized to count the cell number from random fields of view (FOV)
on three different fabrics for each specimen. The cell-fabric constructs
after 7-day culture were washed once with PBS solution to remove the
unattached cells and fixed in 0.2% glutaraldehyde for 60 min at 4 �C.
Then the samples were dehydrated in a series of ethanol with 30%, 50%,
70%, 80%, 90%, 100% gradient. The samples were completely dried, and
observed using SEM after the gold spraying process. An MTT assay kit
(Solarbio, China) was utilized to quantitatively evaluate the cell prolif-
eration after 4 h, 1 day, 3 days and 7 days of culture, respectively. At the
predetermined time point, the cell-fabric constructs were soaked in the
MTT solution and incubated for 4 h to obtain the purple formazan
crystals according to the manufacturer's instruction, then dissolved with
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Solarbio, China) to obtain the purple solu-
tion. Eventually, the absorbance value was read and recorded at the
wavelength of 490 nm using a microplate reader (Infinite M Nano,
Tecan).

2.12. In vivo subcutaneous implantation

The in vivo subcutaneous implantation was carried out strictly
following the protocol approved by the Animal Care and Experiment
Committee of Qingdao University. 12 male Sprague-Dawley rats were
randomly divided into 4 groups for implantation of the woven fabrics
with different SF/PLLA ratios: SF/PLLA-0/100 woven fabrics (n¼ 3), SF/
PLLA-20/80 woven fabrics (n ¼ 3), SF/PLLA-35/65 woven fabrics (n ¼
3), and SF/PLLA-50/50 woven fabrics (n ¼ 3). Briefly, the surgery was
performed under anaesthesia, and the rat skin on the dorsal region was
shaved. After that, one midline incision was created, and a blunt
dissection method was utilized to generate two oppositely-deposited
subcutaneous pockets through the incision. The woven fabrics with a
size of 10 mm � 10 mm were implanted and embedded into the pocket,
and then sutured and disinfected. The as-operated rats were maintained
under a 12 h light/dark cycle and allowed to have food and water in a
freedom manner. After 14 days of surgical operation, the rats were
sacrificed and the woven fabrics with the surrounding tissues were har-
vested for the further evaluation and analysis.

2.13. Histological analysis

The retrieved woven fabrics with the surrounding tissues were fixed
in 10% formalin solution for 48 h, and dehydrated with different con-
centrations of ethanol, and then embedded in paraffin. The as-embedded
tissue specimens were sectioned into a series of slides with 5 μm thick-
ness along with the cross-sectional direction of implanted woven fabrics
by a microtome (SM2500, Leica, Nussloch, Germany). Some slides were
treated with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining and Masson's tri-
chrome (M&T) staining, respectively, and observed under a microscopy
(Inverted fluorescence microscope, Zeiss Imager. M2). Moreover, some
slides were double stained with CD68 antibody (Bioss, China) and DAPI
(Yeasen, China), and observed with a Zeiss 900 CLSM, in order to
investigate the inflammation response of four different SF/PLLA woven
fabrics. An Image J software was utilized to calculate the thickness of
capsuled collagen layer based on M&T staining and the fluorescent
density of CD68-positive immune-reactivity based on immunofluorescent
staining. A biological technician, totally unaware of this experiment, was
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required to select the detection threshold, and the threshold level was
fixed at the same once chosen. Three images were randomly chosen from
three different replicates to determine the mean value for each specimen.
2.14. Statistical analysis

All quantitative data were expressed as mean � standard deviation
(SD). All the experiments in this study were performed at least 3 repli-
cates for each group. Statistical analysis was performed using ANOVA
with Scheff�e post-hoc tests. A value of p < 0.05 is considered to have
statistically significant difference.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Fabrication and morphological characterization of SF/PLLA
nanoyarns

An integrated electrospinning system containing one nanoyarn-
forming device and one hot stretching apparatus was designed and
developed to manufacture a series of nanoyarns with different SF/PLLA
mass ratios (Fig. 1(a)). To explore the effects of hot stretching process on
the morphology and structure of fabricated nanoyarns, the SF/PLLA
nanoyarns with and without hot stretching were fabricated and investi-
gated. The as-spun raw nanoyarns without hot stretching process were
named as S/P-0/100-R, S/P-20/80-R, S/P-35/65-R and S/P-50/50-R,
respectively, according to the different SF/PLLA mass ratio (SF/PLLA
¼ 0/100, 20/80, 35/65, and 50/50). For the corresponding nanoyarns
experienced one fold of hot stretching in a hot stretching device with the
temperature of 80 �C, the finally-obtained nanoyarns were named as S/P-
0/100-S, S/P-20/80-S, S/P-35/65-S, and S/P-50/50-S, respectively.
Fig. 1(b) showed the SEM images of hot stretched nanoyarns with diverse
SF/PLLA mass ratios, and Supplemental Fig. S1(a) displayed the SEM
images of the corresponding raw nanoyarns without the hot stretching
treatment. It was found that the internal nanofibers existed in all the
nanoyarns with/without hot stretching presented smooth morphology
and no bead-like defects were observed. The statistical analysis showed
that the hot stretching process significantly improved the fiber alignment
of nanoyarns. The frequency of fiber orientation angle in the range from
80� to 100� accounted for ~46%, 44%, 48% and 44% for S/P-0/100-R,
S/P-20/80-R, S/P-35/65-R, and S/P-50/50-R nanoyarns, respectively
(Supplemental Fig. S1(b)). In comparison, ~77%, 79%, 79%, and 69% of
fibers exhibited the orientation angel in the range of 80�–100� for S/P-0/
100-S, S/P-20/80-S, S/P-35/65-S, and S/P-50/50-S nanoyarns, respec-
tively (Fig. 1(c)).

The fiber diameter analysis displayed that the mean fiber diameter of
the S/P-0/100-R, S/P-20/80-R, S/P-35/65-R, and S/P-50/50-R nano-
yarns was 796 � 255 nm, 514 � 174 nm, 411 � 110 nm, and 387 � 157
Fig. 2. Physical characterizations of S/P-0/100-R, S/P-50/50-R, S/P-0/100

5

nm, respectively (Supplemental Fig. S1(c)). The results indicated that the
fiber diameter of nanoyarns presented a decreased trend with the in-
crease of SF content, mainly due to the different SF/PLLA ratios of
different spinning solutions. Some other studies also found the nanofiber
diameters presented a decreased trend with the increasing of SF/PLLA
ratio during the electrospinning of a blend of SF and PLLA, attributed to
the obviously changed solution properties [35–37]. In contrast, the
obviously decreased fiber diameter was found in the hot stretched
nanoyarns (498 � 183 nm for S/P-0/100-S, 396 � 119 nm for
S/P-20/80-S, 393 � 151 nm for S/P-35/65-S, and 339 � 126 nm for
S/P-50/50-S (Fig. 1(d)). The hot stretched nanoyarns also presented
notably lower mean yarn diameter in comparison with the counterparts
without hot stretching. Talking together, the nanofiber diameters
decreased with the increasing of SF/PLLA ratio, and the hot stretching
also could effectively reduce the nanofiber diameters.

Several previous studies demonstrated that the physical structure of
electrospun nanoyarns could be improved by adjusting the distribution of
electric field and/or changing the morphology and architecture of
gathering device [20,21]. In the present study, a relatively simple hot
stretching process was introduced into our modified electrospinning
nanoyarn-forming system and demonstrated that the hot stretching
process significantly improved the fiber alignment of nanoyarns. For
instance, the fiber alignment degree of hot stretched S/P-0/100,
S/P-20/80, S/P-35/65, and S/P-50/50 nanoyarns had increased 31%,
35%, 31% and 25%, respectively, compared with the corresponding
un-stretched S/P-0/100, S/P-20/80, S/P-35/65, and S/P-50/50 nano-
yarns. During the hot stretching process, the inner molecular chains
began to move once the temperature exceeded the glass transition tem-
perature, leading to the re-orientation of macromolecular chains and
internal non-oriented crystals along with the force application direction
[38]. These phenomena were doubtlessly instructive for the improve-
ment of fiber alignment and the formation of new crystals of
finally-obtained yarns.
3.2. FTIR, XRD and DSC analysis and mechanical properties of SF/PLLA
nanoyarns

The FTIR spectra of different SF/PLLA nanoyarns with/without hot
stretching were displayed in Fig. 2(a) and Supplemental Fig. S2(a). A
relatively wide weak peak at ~2998 cm�1 belonged to the asymmetric
stretching vibration of -C-H, and a strong peak at ~1756 cm�1 was
ascribed to the stretching vibration of the –C––O. One peak at ~1084
cm�1 was responsible for the stretching vibration of -C-O. All these three
characteristic peaks originated from PLLA polymer were detected in all
the SF/PLLA nanoyarns with/without hot stretching. In addition, all the
SF contained nanoyarns presented several characteristic peaks. Two
peaks centered at ~1656 cm�1 and ~1538 cm�1 were attributed to the
-S and S/P-50/50-S nanoyarns. (a) FTIR spectra and (b) XRD profiles.
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amide region I and amide region II, which all belonged to the β-folded
characteristic peak. It was found that the hot stretching process did not
change the chemical groups of different SF/PLLA nanoyarns, and no
obvious peak shifting phenomena were observed. Moreover, the results
also demonstrated that the SF and PLLA components were only simply
mixed in the nanoyarns, and no new chemical groups were generated
during the processes of electrospinning and hot stretching. The XRD
profiles of different SF/PLLA nanoyarns with/without hot stretching
were shown in Fig. 2(b) and Supplemental Fig. S2(b). The four stretched
nanoyarns including the S/P-0/100-S, S/P-20/80-S, S/P-35/65-S, and S/
P-50/50-S nanoyarns exhibited an obvious diffraction peak centered at
~16.4�, corresponding to the 110/200 planes of α0 form crystalline of
PLLA polymer. As control, a notably lower diffraction peak at ~16.4� was
detected for the four corresponding SF/PLLA nanoyarns without hot
stretching, i.e., the S/P-0/100-R, S/P-20/80-R, S/P-35/65-R, and S/P-
50/50-R nanoyarns. The results indicated that the introduced hot
Fig. 3. Uniaxial tensile characterizations of eight different SF/PLLA nanoyarns with
failure (n ¼ 3; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001). (c) Ultimate tensile stress (n
0.05, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001). (e) Elongation at failure (n ¼ 3; *p < 0.05, **p

6

stretching process could significantly improve the crystallinity of nano-
yarns. The existing studies showed that the PLLA molecular chain could
move and further re-shaped to form α0 crystals by hot stretching process
[39–42]. In addition, the increase of SF content was found to significantly
decrease the crystal peak of PLLA component, which may be attributed
that the addition of SF could reduce the ordered arrangement of lactic
units and weaken the crystal formation. The DSC curves of different
SF/PLLA nanoyarns with/without hot stretching were shown in Sup-
plemental Fig. S3(a), and the corresponding thermal parameters
including glass transition temperature (Tg), melting temperature (Tm)
and melting enthalpy (ΔHm) were displayed in Supplemental Fig. S3(b).
It was found that the hot stretching process obviously improved the Tg
value of nanoyarns, and increasing the SF content also increased the Tg
value of nanoyarns. In addition, the stretched yarns possessed notably
increased ΔHm value compared with the corresponding unstretched
controls, and the increase of SF content was found to significantly
/without hot stretching. (a) Representative load–elongation curves. (b) Load at
¼ 3; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001). (d) Young's modulus (n ¼ 3; *p <

< 0.001, ***p < 0.0001).
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decrease the ΔHm value. As well known that the ΔHm value can effec-
tively reflect the crystallinity of polymeric samples. The ΔHm calculation
from DSC curves further confirmed the crystallinity analysis based on
XRD curves.

Fig. 3(a) showed the representative load-elongation curves of
different SF/PLLA nanoyarns with/without hot stretching. The four
different SF/PLLA nanoyarns without hot stretching, i.e., the S/P-0/100-
R, S/P-20/80-R, S/P-35/65-R, and S/P-50/50-R nanoyarns, exhibited a
similar tensile behavior with an initial linear elastic region followed by a
yield platform region until the failure occurred. The yield platform region
was found to decrease dramatically with the increase of SF content. In
contrast, the four different SF/PLLA nanoyarns with hot stretching, i.e.,
the S/P-0/100-S, S/P-20/80-S, S/P-35/65-S, and S/P-50/50-S nano-
yarns, displayed notably different tensile curves. An obvious plastic
deformation region was presented after a linear elastic region.

Four mechanics-related important parameters, including failure load,
failure stress, Young's modulus and failure elongation, were calculated
based on the load-elongation curves, and were displayed in Fig. 3(b) and
(c). The results showed that all the four hot-stretched nanoyarns
exhibited obviously improved failure load, failure stress, and Young's
modulus, but notably decreased failure elongation, when compared with
the four counterparts without hot stretching. We further compared the
differences of mechanical properties among all the SF/PLLA nanoyarns
with hot stretching. The statistical analysis showed that the failure load,
failure stress, and Young's modulus significantly decreased as the SF
content increased. More specifically, the failure stress of the hot stretched
S/P-0/100, S/P-20/80, S/P-35/65, S/P-50/50 nanoyarns was 97.5 � 1.5
7

MPa, 79.5� 0.8 MPa, 47.1� 0.7 MPa, and 39.2� 0.4 MPa, respectively,
which have increased 322.2%, 446.7%, 246.5%, 326.8% compared with
the corresponding un-stretched S/P-0/100, S/P-20/80, S/P-35/65, S/P-
50/50 nanoyarns. The Young's modulus of hot stretched S/P-0/100, S/
P-20/80, S/P-35/65, S/P-50/50 nanoyarns were 2662.6 � 55.7 MPa,
1448.2 � 12.1 MPa, 1290.5 � 4.3 MPa, and 1139.1 � 5.2 MPa, which
have increased 600.7%, 543.1%, 513.1%, 482.4% than those un-
stretched controls. The elongation at failure of hot stretched S/P-0/
100, S/P-20/80, S/P-35/65, S/P-50/50 nanoyarns were 23.8 � 0.3%,
37.7 � 0.1%, 33.2 � 0.5%, 25.9 � 0.1%, which have decreased 284.0%,
103.7%, 92.2%, 188.0% in comparison with the corresponding un-
stretched S/P-0/100, S/P-20/80, S/P-35/65, S/P-50/50 nanoyarns.
Taken together, all these results indicated that the hot stretching process
could effectively improve the mechanical properties of SF/PLLA nano-
yarns, and the introduction of SF component could notably decrease the
mechanical properties of SF/PLLA nanoyarns.

The ideal electrospun nanoyarns should also possess strong me-
chanical properties, which could not only maintain their structural sta-
bility, but also meet the fabrication requirement of diverse textile
patterns. Many previous studies have demonstrated that the nanoyarns
exhibited poor mechanical properties unless some post-treatments were
utilized. The twisting process, a traditional textile technique, has been
introduced into the electrospinning system in order to improve the
nanoyarn mechanics. Two typical modified electrospinning methods
including the dynamic liquid electrospinning system [24,43,44] and the
conjugated electrospinning system [45–47] were derived and developed
by inducing twisting mechanism in the electrospinning process. The
Fig. 4. In vitro degradation characterizations
of hot stretched nanoyarns with different SF/
PLLA mass ratio. (a) SEM observation at
different predetermined time point
throughout 8 weeks. Scale bars ¼ 2.5 μm for
SEM images, scale bars ¼ 500 nm for inser-
ted images with blue box. Quantitative
measurements of mass loss rate (b) and pH
value (c) at different predetermined time
points throughout 8 weeks. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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dynamic liquid electrospinning system employed the liquid vortex
flowing as the driving force to twist the electrospun nanofibers into
textile yarn-like structure. The conjugated electrospinning system uti-
lized the rotating disk, rotating ring, or rotating cylinder to generate
mechanical force, which further clustered and twisted the nanofibers into
nanoyarns. Although the two above-mentioned twisting processes were
demonstrated to improve the mechanical properties of electrospun
nanoyarns to some extent, they severely damaged the fiber alignment
structure of electrospun nanoyarns. Our study introduced an innovative
hot stretching process, which could dramatically improve the fiber
alignment and crystallinity of electrospun nanoyarns, resulting in
enhanced mechanical properties. For instance, the failure stress of hot
stretched S/P-0/100, S/P-20/80, S/P-35/65, and S/P-50/50 nanoyarns
had increased 322.2%, 446.7%, 246.5% and 326.8%, respectively,
compared with the corresponding un-stretched S/P-0/100, S/P-20/80,
S/P-35/65, and S/P-50/50 nanoyarns. Some studies also demonstrated
that the hot stretching process was beneficial to promote the fiber
alignment and crystallinity, and further enhance the mechanical perfor-
mances of micro-sized polymeric filaments in traditional textile industry
[40,48–50]. The present study offered a new routine to fabricate elec-
trospun nanoyarns, which not only possessed excellent mechanical
properties, but also maintained high fiber alignment.

3.3. In vitro degradation of SF/PLLA nanoyarns

The in vitro degradation behaviors of four hot stretched SF/PLLA
nanoyarns were characterized by observing morphology change, testing
the mass loss rate and pH variation at predetermined time points
(Fig. 4(a)). SEM images showed that the nanofibers existed in both S/P-
35/65-S and S/P-50/50-S nanoyarns started to have obvious breaking
points after 3 weeks of degradation (Fig. 4(b)). The nanofibers in S/P-20/
Fig. 5. Preparation and characterizations of woven fabrics using four different hot st
SEM images of four SF/PLLA woven fabrics. Scale bars ¼ 0.5 mm. (c) Water contac
curves along weft and warp directions of four SF/PLLA woven fabrics.
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80-S nanoyarns began to present exiguous break points at week 8. In
comparison, the nanofibers in S/P-0/100 nanoyarns even did not show
any fiber breaking points even after 8 weeks of degradation. The quan-
titative analysis displayed that the mass loss rate increased for all the four
SF/PLLA nanoyarns as the degradation time increased. Both S/P-35/65-S
and S/P-50/50-S nanoyarns presented significantly higher mass loss rate
in comparison with S/P-0/100-S nanoyarns and S/P-20/80-S nanoyarns.
We also found that the pH value lightly decreased for all the four SF/
PLLA nanoyarns with the increase of degradation time, but still presented
some visible differences among the four different nanoyarn groups
(Fig. 4(c)). All these results demonstrated that the introduction of SF
component could speed up the in vitro degradation rate. The previous
study investigated the in vitro degradation electrospun SF/PLLA nano-
fibers without hot stretching and found that the degradation rate
increased as the proportion of PLLA was decreased in the SF/PLLA
nanofiber scaffold after 8 weeks of degradation [37]. Specifically, the
mass loss rate of S/P-50/50 without hot stretching was found to be about
55% at week 8. As control, the hot stretched S/P-50/50 in our study
presented an obviously lower mass loss rate (0.4%) at the same degra-
dation period. This phenomenon can be attributed to the significantly
increased crystallinity of S/P-50/50 after hot stretching (Fig. 2(b)).

3.4. Fabrication and in vitro cell characterizations of SF/PLLA nanoyarn-
based woven fabrics

The textile weaving technique was further utilized to interlace four
different hot stretched SF/PLLA nanoyarns into plain weaving patterns,
respectively (Fig. 5(a)). The SEM images showed that all the SF/PLLA
woven textiles exhibited similar uniform morphology and structure
(Fig. 5(b)). The mean area of single pores was determined to be 0.917 �
0.085 mm2 for S/P-0/100-S woven fabric, 0.937 � 0.071 mm2 for S/P-
retched SF/PLLA nanoyarns. (a) Photographs of four SF/PLLA woven fabrics. (b)
t angel data of four SF/PLLA woven fabrics. (d) Representative load–elongation
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20/80-S woven fabric, 0.928 � 0.077 mm2 for S/P-35/65-S woven fab-
ric, 0.944 � 0.107 mm2 for S/P-50/50-S woven fabric, respectively. No
significant difference was found among each group. The results from the
water contact angel test showed that the S/P-0/100-S woven fabric
exhibited obvious hydrophobic property with a water contact angle of
110.6 � 3.8�. As comparison, the incorporation of SF improved the hy-
drophilicity (Fig. 5(c)). The water contact angel of S/P-20/80-S, S/P-35/
65-S, and S/P-50/50-S woven fabrics were determined to be 75.6 � 2.7�,
57.7 � 3.5� and 54.2 � 2.9�, respectively, demonstrating that the in-
crease of SF/PLLA mass ratio decreased the contact angle of nanotextiles.
The four different SF/PLLA woven fabrics were found to possess notably
anisotropic mechanical properties (Fig. 5(d)). The breaking load, ulti-
mate strength and Young's modulus in the weft direction were obviously
higher than those in the warp direction (Supplemental Fig. S4(a)–(d)),
because the yarn density along with the weft direction was notably
higher than that along with the warp direction in the weaving pattern.
The yarn density was a key factor determining the mechanical perfor-
mances of woven fabrics. Moreover, the mechanical properties of woven
9

fabrics largely depended on the material component of nanoyarns, and
increasing the SF/PLLA mass ratio dramatically decreased the mechani-
cal properties of finally obtained woven textiles, which was consistent
with the above-mentioned testing results of mechanical properties of
nanoyarns. One previous study fabricated polyacrylonitrile (PAN)
nanonyarn-based woven scaffolds, which exhibited a failure stress of ~3
MPa and a Young's modulus of ~1 MPa [4]. Another study fabricated
polycaprolactone (PCL) nanoyarn-based woven scaffolds, which
possessed a failure stress of ~10 MPa and Young's modulus of ~60 MPa
[45]. With the continuous technical advances, the failure stress of
different SF/PLLA nanoyarn-based woven scaffolds fabricated in our
study was in the range of 15–30 MPa, and the Young's modulus ranged
from 90 to 310 MPa.

Appropriate biological properties were another key factor for the
development of ideal elecrospun nanoyarns [51–53]. The HADMSCs
were chosen as the model cells and seeded on the four SF/PLLA
nanoyarn-based woven fabrics, to investigate how the scaffold compo-
nent and structure affected the cell activities (Fig. 6(a)). An IFluorTM 488
Fig. 6. In vitro characterizations of
HADMSCs seeded on different SF/PLLA
nanoyarn-based woven fabrics after 7 days of
culture. (a) Design of the cell seeding and
culture experiment. (b) F-actin (green) and
nuclei (blue) immunofluorescent staining of
HADMSCs cultured on different SF/PLLA
woven fabrics at day 7. Scale bars ¼ 100 μm.
(c) SEM images of HADMSCs cultured on
different SF/PLLA woven fabrics at day 7.
Scale bars ¼ 50 μm. (d) Quantitative analysis
of cell number after 7 days of culture (n ¼ 3;
*p < 0.05). (e) MTT assay results of
HADMSCs cultured on different woven fab-
rics throughout 7 days (n ¼ 5; *p < 0.05,
**p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001). (For interpre-
tation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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phalloidin and DAPI double-staining method was employed to visualize
the cytoskeleton (green) and nuclei (blue) of HADMSCs seeded on the
four different woven fabrics after 7 days of culture (Fig. 6(b) and Sup-
plemental Fig. S5). The results showed that the HADMSCs exhibited
spindle-like shape and remolded their shape parallel to the fiber align-
ment direction on all the four woven fabrics. The statistical analysis
Fig. 7. Inflammatory response of different SF/PLLA nanoyarn-based woven fabrics
plantation experiment. (b) H&E staining, M&T staining and CD68 (red) immuno
implanted in rat for 14 days. Blue fluorescent was utilized to visualize the nuclei fo
woven fabrics. Scale bars for H&E staining and M&T staining: 100 μm. Scale bars f
dense collagen layer surrounding the implanted textiles (n ¼ 3; **p < 0.001, ***p < 0
woven fabrics (n ¼ 3; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.001, ***p < 0.0001). (For interpretation o
version of this article.)
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showed that the cell number on both S/P-35/65-S and S/P-50/50-S
woven fabrics was significantly higher than the S/P-0/100-S woven
fabric (Fig. 6(c)). SEM images of HADMSC-woven fabric constructions
also confirmed that the cells adhered and grewwell on all the four woven
fabrics, and the nanofibers in the woven fabrics could regulate the
cellular shape through contact guidance (Fig. 6(d)). A MTT assay was
after 14 days of subcutaneous implantation. (a) Design of the subcutaneous im-
fluorescent staining of different SF/PLLA woven fabrics after subcutaneously
r immunofluorescent staining. The pentacles stand for nanoyarns existed in the
or immunofluorescent staining: 50 μm. (c) Quantitative analysis of thickness of
.0001). (d) Quantitative analysis of CD68 intensity inside the different SF/PLLA
f the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
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utilized to characterize the proliferation behavior of HADMSCs seeded on
the four different woven fabrics throughout 7 days of culture (Fig. 6(e)).
It was found that all the four different woven fabrics showed the similar
optical density (OD) value with no significant differences at day 1. With
increasing the culture time, the OD value among the four different woven
fabrics exhibited obvious differences. The S/P-50/50-S nanoyarn-based
woven fabric showed highest OD value and the S/P-0/100-S nano-
yarn-based woven fabric presented lowest OD value at day 3 and day 7,
indicating that the introduction of SF bioactive component was assuredly
beneficial for the cell proliferation, and the cell proliferation capacity
significantly improved with the increase of SF/PLLA mass ratio. Taken
together, the SF/PLLA nanoyarn-based woven fabrics could provide an
instructive bio-environment to enhance the cell attachment, alignment,
and proliferation.

Controlling and regulating the stem cell differentiation is also sig-
nificant importance for biomaterial scaffolds. Our previous studies have
demonstrated that the nanoyarns themselves could not promote the
differentiation of HADMSCs, but the nanoyarns could support the
biochemical induction of HADMSC differentiation toward smooth
muscle,Schwann cells, osteogenic and tenogenic lineages by using the
corresponding differentiation medium [4,45,54]. Moreover, our previous
study and existing studies from other groups also indicated that the
loading of bioactive agents like therapeutic drugs and cytokines into
nanoyarns are simple and feasible for inducing the directional differen-
tiation of stem cells [32,55,56]. Therefore, the bioactive agents will be
considered to be encapsulated into the SF/PLLA nanoyarns to induce and
guide the directional differentiation of HADMSCs in our future work.

3.5. In vivo subcutaneous implantation of SF/PLLA nanoyarn-based
woven fabrics

Four types of nanoyarn-based woven fabrics with different SF/PLLA
mass ratios were further implanted subcutaneously in the rat model to
explore the inflammatory response in vivo (Fig. 7(a)). The images of H&E
staining showed that the cells from host tissue infiltrated into the gaps
between adjacent nanoyarns and penetrated throughout the whole
scaffolds to form a tissue-scaffold complex after 14 days of implantation
for all the SF/PLLA nanoyarn-based woven fabrics (Fig. 7(b), upper
panel). The obvious SF/PLLA nanoyarns can be found in the cross-
sectional slides. The images of M&T staining showed that the obvious
collagen deposition was detected on the surface of the woven fabrics and
a few scattered collagen fibers was found in the gaps between adjacent
nanoyarns in the woven fabrics after 14 days of implantation for all the
SF/PLLA nanoyarn-based woven fabrics (Fig. 7(b), middle panel). The
statistical analysis showed that the thickness of surrounded dense
collagen layer was highest for S/P-0/100-S woven fabric, and the lowest
collagen thickness was found for S/P-50/50-S woven fabric (Fig. 7(c)).
The immunofluorescence staining of CD68 protein (one general marker
for macrophage) was conducted to visualize the inflammatory response
in the four different woven fabrics with diverse SF/PLLA mass ratios
(Fig. 7(b), bottom panel). It was found that the highest level of CD68
protein expression was found in the S/P-0/100-S nanoyarn-based woven
fabric, and the expression level of CD68 protein seemed to present a
gradually decreased trend with the increase of SF/PLLA mass ratio.
Quantitative calculation of fluorescent intensity of CD68 protein
confirmed that the inflammatory response decreased notably with the
increase of SF/PLLAmass ratio (Fig. 7(d)). All these results demonstrated
that the SF/PLLA nanoyarn-based woven fabrics effectively promoted the
cellular infiltration and tissue regeneration in vivo, and the inflammatory
response dramatically reduced by the introduction of bioactive SF
component.

It is well known that the macrophages and other immune cells usually
are recruited to the implantation sites and trigger an inflammatory
response, when a foreign man-made scaffold is implanted into the body
[9,57,58]. Therefore, the ideal engineered scaffolds should promote the
regeneration of damaged tissues and reduce the inflammatory response.
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In our present study, four hot stretched SF/PLLA nanoyarns were fabri-
cated into woven fabrics and were future implanted subcutaneously in
the rat model. The results demonstrated that the controlled porous
structure of woven fabrics was positively conducive for the cell infiltra-
tion and tissue regeneration in vivo. Some other studies also demon-
strated that the woven fabrics with controllable pore size and porosity
could significantly promote the cell penetration into the whole woven
patterns, further forming the 3D tissue architecture and structure [38,
59]. Importantly, this study also demonstrated that all the four woven
textiles with different SF/PLLA mass ratios could trigger the inflamma-
tory response, but the woven textiles with higher SF component had less
fibrosis structure and less recruited macrophages. Taken together, our
study demonstrated the feasibility of controlling and regulating the
morphology, structure, biodegradability, and mechanical properties as
well as biological properties of the nanoyarns by adjusting the SF/PLLA
mass ratios. Eventually, it is envisioned that our SF/PLLA nanoyarns and
their fascinated woven textiles were potential candidates for the soft
tissue engineering applications.

4. Conclusion

In this study, one electrospinning nanoyarn-forming unit and one hot
stretching unit was integrated to fabricate high performance SF/PLLA
nanoyarns. We systematically explored how the hot stretching process
and SF/PLLA mass ratio influenced the morphology, structure, and me-
chanical properties of the as-developed nanoyarns. It was found that the
hot stretched nanoyarns exhibited obviously higher fiber alignment,
crystallinity, and mechanical performances in comparison with the
unstretched nanoyarns. Moreover, increasing the SF/PLLA mass ratio
was found to significantly decrease the crystallinity and mechanical
properties, but obviously increase the surface hydrophilicity and degra-
dation rate of nanoyarns. The in vitro cell experiments manifested that the
woven fabrics with more SF component were more beneficial to promote
the attachment, growth, and proliferation of HADMSCs. Importantly, the
in vivo subcutaneous implantation showed that the autologous cells
penetrated and infiltrated throughout all the SF/PLLA woven fabrics, and
increasing the SF component apparently mitigated the inflammatory
response of the corresponding woven fabrics. This study indicated that
the engineered SF/PLLA nanoyarns with tunable mechanical and bio-
logical properties would potentially be suitable for the construction of
various textile-based tissue scaffolds.
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